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Abst ract - - In  this article, we start with the brief description of the essence of geometric moment 
theory method for optimization of integrals due to Kemperman [1-3]. Then, we solve several new 
Moment problems with applications to stock market and financial Inathenlatics. That is, we give 
methods for optimal allocation of funds over stocks and bonds at maximum return. More precisely, 
we present here the optimal portfolio management under optimal selection of securit ies so to maximize 
profit. The above are done within the models of optimal frontier and optimizing concavity. @ 2006 
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Tile ma in  prob lem we solve here is the  opt ima l  a l locat ion of funds  over stocks and bonds  and  
at the  same t ime, given cer ta in  level of expectat ion ,  best  choice of secur i t ies on the  purpose to 
max imize  return .  The  results  are very general  so that  they  s tand  by themselves  as "formulas" 
to t reat  o ther  s imi lar  s tochast ic  s i tuat ions  and  s t ructures  far away f rom the  stock market  and  
f inancial  mathemat ics .  The  answers to the  above descr ibed prob lem are given under  two models  
of invest ing,  the  opt ima l  f ront ier  and  opt imiz ing  concavity,  as be ing  the  most  natura l .  
There  are given many examples  all mot ivated  from f inancia l  mathemat ics  and  of course f i t t ing 
and work ing well there.  The  method of proof  derives f rom the  geometr ic  moment  theory  of 
Kemperman,  see [1-3], and several new moment  results  of very genera l  nature  are presented 
here. We s tar t  the  art ic le w i th  basic geometr ic  moment  review and we show the prov ing tool  we 
use next  repeatedly.  
To the best  of our knowledge th is  paper  is tota l ly  new in l i te ra ture  as a whole and  noth ing  
s imi lar  or pr ior  to it in any form exists there.  We hope it is well received by the  communi ty  of 
Tile author is greatly indebted and wishes to thank Professor S.T. Rachev of the University of California at Santa 
Barbara and the University of Karlsruhe, Germany, for introducing him into the topic of this paper and giving 
him valuable advice throughout the course of this research. 
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mathematical-economists and that can be useful there, by giving some definite real answers to 
existing questions in optimal portfolio theory. 
The continuation of this work will be one to derive algorithms out of this theoretical work and 
create computer software of implementation and work with actual numerical data  of the stock 
market. 
2. BACKGROUND 
GEOMETRIC MOMENT THEORY. (See [1 3].) Let g l , . . . ,  g~, and h be given real-valued (13 n A) 
(Borel and A)-measurable functions on a fixed measurable space T = (T, A). We also assume 
that all one-point sets {t}, t • T are (B n A)-measurable. We would like to find the best upper 
and lower bounds on the integral, 
#(h)= /•h( t )#(dt ) ,  
given that # is a (with respect o A) probabil ity measure on T with given moments, 
~(g j )  - ~j,  j = 1 , . . . ,n .  
We denote by m + = m+(T) the collection of all A-probabi l i ty measures on T such that  #(IgJ[) < 
cc (j = 1 , . . . ,n )  and #(Ihl) < oc. For each y = (y~, . . . , yn)  • R n, consider the bounds L(y) = 
L(y I h) = inf#(h) ,  U(y) = U(y I h) = sup#(h),  such that 
#•m +(T); #(9 j )=y j ,  j= l , . . . ,n .  
If there is not such measure #, we set L(y) = ec, U(y) = -oc .  Let M+(T) be the set of all 
probabil i ty measures on T that are finitely supported. By the next Theorem 1, we get that 
and 
L (y  I h) = inf {#(h) :# • M + (T) ,  #(g) = y} (1) 
u (y I h) -- sup { ,  (h ) : ,  e M ÷ (T), , (g )  = y}. (2) 
Here, #(g) = y means #(gj) = yj, j = 1, . . . ,n .  
THEOREM 1. (See [4-6].) Let f l , - - . ,  fN be given real-valued Bore1 measurable functions on a 
measurable space f~ ~- (f~, S) .  Let # be a probability measure on ~ such that each fi is integrable 
with respect o #. Then, there exists a probability measure #' or finite support on f~ satisfying 
#' (fj) = # (f j) ,  for ally = 1 , . . . ,N .  
One can even attain that tlle support of #' has at most N + 1 points. 
Hence, from now on, we deal only with finitely supported probabi l i ty measures on T. Conse- 
quently, our initial problem is restated as follows. 
Let T ~A ~ set and g: T --~ R ~, h: T --~ R be given (B N A)-measurable functions on T, where 
g(t) = (g l ( t )  . . . .  ,gn(t)). We want to find L(y I h) and U(yl h) defined by (1) and (2). 
Here, a very important set is 
V =conv  g (T) c_ R n, 
where "cony" means convex hull, and the range, 
g(T)  ={z•N~:z=g( t )  for somet•T} .  
Clearly, g is a curve in n-space (if T is an one-dimensional interval) or a two-dimensional surface 
in n-space (if T is a square). 
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LEMMA 1. We have y E V iff there exists tt • M + (Z) such that It(g) = y. Hence, by (1), 
L (y lh )  < oc, i f fy E V. 
Similarly, from (2), 
U (y I h) > -oc,  if[ y ~ V. 
We get easily that the interior of V, int(V) 76 0 iff 1, g l , . . . ,  gn are linearly independent on T. 
So, without loss of generality, we assume that {1,91, . . .  ,gn} is a l inearly independent set of 
functions on T, hence int(V) ¢ 0. Also clearly, we have U(y ] h) = -L (y  ] -h ) ,  and L(y I h) 
is a convex function for y E V, while U(y ] h) is a concave function for y E V. We consider 
V* = convg*(T) C R n+l, where g*(t) -- (g~(t) , . . . ,g~(t) ,h(t)) ,  t E T. By Lemma 1, we have 
that (y~,.. . ,yn,y~+~) C V* iff there exists # E M+(T)  such that #(gj) = yj, j = 1 , . . . ,n  and 
#(h) = Yn+l. Clearly, L(y [ h) equals to Yn+t C R U { -co}  which corresponds to the lowest point 
(in the infimum sense) of V* along the vertical ine through (Yl, Y2,.- •, Y~, 0). 
Similarly, U(y ] h) equals to Y~+I E R U {oc} which corresponds to the highest point (in the 
supremum sense) of V* along the vertical ine through (Yl,-. •, Y~, 0). Clearly, the above optimal 
points of V* could be boundary points of V* since V* is not always closed. 
EXAMPLE. Let T be a subset of R ~ and g(t) = t for all t E T. Then, the graphs of the functions 
L(y [ h) and g(y  I h) on V = conv(T) correspond to the bottom part and top part, respectively, 
of the convex hull of the graph h: T ~ R. 
The analytic method (based on the geometry of moment space) to find L(y ] h) and U(y ] h) is 
highly more difficult and complicated and not mentioned here, see [1]. But it is necessary to use 
it when it is much more difficult to describe convex hulls in R ~, a quite common fact for n _> 4. 
Still in R a, it is already difficult but possible to describe precisely the convex hulls. Typically, 
the convex hull V* decomposes into many different regions, each with its own analytic fornmlae 
for L(y l h) andU(y lh  ). 
So, the use of the above described geometric moment theory method is preferable for solving 
moment problems when only one or at the most two moment conditions are prescribed. Here, we 
only use the geometric moment theory method. The produced results are elegant, very precise 
and simple, and the proving method relies on the basic geometric properties of related figures. 
CLAIM. We can use in the same way and equally the expectations of random variables (r.v.) 
defined on a nonatomic probability space or the associated integrals against probability measures 
over a real domain for the standard moment problem defined below. 
Let (_o, 9 c, P)  be a nonatomic probabil i ty space. Let X be r.v. on _o taking values (a.s.) in a 
finite or infinite interval of IR which we call it a "real domain" denoted by J .  Here, E denotes 
the expectation. We want to find infx E(h(X) ) ,  and suPx E(h(X) ) ,  such that  
(X)  = i = 1 , . . . ,  n, e R, (3) 
where h, gi are Borel measurable functions from y into R with E(Ih(X) l ) ,  E(Ig~(X)]) < co. 
Clearly, here h(X),  g~(X) are 9r-measurable r al valued functions, that  is r.v. on o. Natural ly each 
X has a probabil i ty distr ibution function F which corresponds uniquely to a Borel probabil ity 
measure It, i.e., Law(X) = It. Hence, 
Eg,(X) =/j g,(x) dr(x); f j  g,(x) dit i = 1 , . . . ,n ,  
and 
Eh(X) = h(x) dF(x)= [ h(x) 
2J 
(4) 
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Next, consider the related moment problem in the integral form: find 
inf f h(t) d#(t), sup f jh ( t )  d#(t), 
tt ~t 
where # are all the Borel probabil i ty measures uch that 
£g~(t )  (t) = 1 , . . . ,n ,  d# di, i 
where h, gi are Borel measurable functions such that 
~ [h(t)[ d#(t), 
We state the following. 
THEOREM 2. It holds 
L Jg~ (t) l dp (t) 
(5) 
NOTE. One can easily and similarly see that the equivalence of moment problems is also valid 
either these are written in expectations form involving functions of random vectors or these 
are written in integral form involving multidimensional functions and products of probabil i ty 
measures over real domains of R k, k > 1. Of course, again, the undefiled probabi l i ty space 
should be nonatomic. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
Par t  I. 
We present he following moment result to be used a lot in our work. 
THEOREM 3. Let (o,.P, P) be a nonatomic probability space. Let X, Y be random variables on 
o_ taking values (a.s.) Jr, [ -<  a] and [-Z, Z], respectively, a, ~ > O. Denote "y := E(XY).  We 
would like to find supx,v % infx,y V such that the moments, 
EX = P l ,  EY = 1.21, ~1 e [--a, a ] ,  u 1 E [--j~,/~] 
are given. Consider the triangles, 
T~ := ({ ( -a , -9 ) ,  (a,--9),  (~,/~)}) , 
T2 : :  <{( -a , -~) ,  ( -<  9),  (a,~)}> , 
Ta := ({(a , - j3 ) ,  (a,/3), ( -a, /3))> ,
T4 : :  ({(a , -Z) ,  ( -a,  fi), ( -a , -9 )}> • 
Then, it holds (Here, A, p, ~ >_ 0: l + p + ~ : 1.) 
(I) If (#1, u1) C T1 A T4, i.e., #1 = a( -a  + p), Lq = fl(~ - 1), then 
sup 7 = --/3#i + aL'i + a/3, 
X,Y  
inf V = - /3#i  - a~i - aj3. 
X,Y  
PROOF. Easy. | 
(7) 
f 
inf Eh (X) = inf ] h (t) dp (t) .  (6) 
(sup) (sup) all Iz as in (5) Ja 
all X as in (3) Borel probabi l i ty  measures  
(II) I f  (Pl , / /1) c T1 N Ta, i.e., #1 
(III) IiC(~1,//1) e Z2nZ3,  i.e., ~1 
( i v )  
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= a(1 - ~),  //1 = ~( - -A  + p) ,  then  
sup 3` = - /~P l  n L a//1 + a~, 
X,Y 
inf 3` =/5#1 + a//1 - a/3. 
X,Y 
= ~(a - p),/ /~ = 9(1 - ~),  then 
sup "y =/3#1 - a//1 + a~, 
X,Y 
inf "7 =/3#1 + a//1 - a/3. 
X,Y 
I f  (#1, //1) E T2 N T4, i.e., #1 = a(p - 1), 1/1 :/~(-'~ - p), t/lerl 
sup 3' = 3#1 - a//1 + a/3, 
X,Y 
inf y = -/3#1 - aum - a/3. 
X,Y 
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(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
PROOF. Here, 3` := EXY,  such that  
-a<_X<<a,  - /3<_Y<_/3 ,  a,/3 > 0, 
and the underl ied probabi l i ty  space is nonatomic.  For example,  
f 
= [ xyd#,  
J [ -  ~,~1 × [-,e,,e] 
(n) 
where/z  is a probabi l i ty  measure on [ -a ,  a] x [-/3,/3]. We assume here that  
_ x d# = ] d# = 
f 
P l ,  (12) Y 
a,a] x [--/3,Z] J[-- ~,a] x [--~,~] 
where #1 E [ -a ,  a], //1 C [-/3, ~]. Clearly, we must  have always -a  _< #1 __~ a, -~  _<//1 _</3. 
Here, we consider and s tudy the surface S :z  = zy ,  lzl _< a, lyl _ ~. We consider also 
the te t rahedron V with vertices A := (a, fl, a~),  B := ( -a , -#t ,  a/3), C := (a , - f l , -a~) ,  D = 
( -a , /3 ,  -a~) .  Notice (0, 0, 0) E V and we prove that  V is the convex hull of the surface S. 
Clearly, we have the following. 
1. Line segment (gl) through points B and C, 
x = -a  + 2at,  
y = -¢~ ,
z = a/3 2a~t ,  
O<t< 1. (13) 
Notice that  xy  = z so that  (gl) is on surface S. 
2. Line segment (&) through points A, C, 
y = -~ + 2~t, 
z -= --a/3 q- 2a~t ,  
0 < t < 1. (14) 
Notice that  xy  = z so that  (g2) is on surface S. 
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3. Line segment (63) through points A, D, 
x = -a  + 2at ,  ) 
f l= /3, 
z = -a /3  + 2a/3t ,  
0<t<l .  (is) 
Notice that xy  = z so that (63) is on surface S. 
4. Line segment (64) through points B, D, 
y = -/3 + 2/3t, 
z = a/3 - 2a/3t ,  
O<t  < 1. (16) 
Notice that xy  = z so that (64) is on surface S. 
We consider also the following line segments. 
5. Line segment (6a) through the points C, D, 
x = a - 2at  
y = -/3 + 2/3t, 
Z ~ --a/3~ 
0 <t  < 1. (17) 
6. Line segment (Q) through the points A,B ,  
x = a - 2at ,  
y =/3  - 2/3t, 
= a/3, ) 
0 < t < 1. (18) 
A A 
Therefore, the surface of V consists on the top by the triangles: (ABD)  and (ABC) ,  and in 
A A 
the bottom by the triangles (BCD)  and (ACD) .  
In one case, we have (#1,ul) E triangle T1 := ({ (a , - /3 ) ,  (a, - /3) ,  (a,/3)}}, and in another 
case (t*1, ul) E triangle T2 := ({ ( -a , - /3 ) ,  ( -a, /3),  (a,/3)}>. Thus, (#1,ul) E T1 iff 3A, p,w _> 0: 
A + p + ~ = 1 with #1 = a(1 - 2A) and u~ =/3(2~ - 1). Also, (~tl, /'/1) C T2 iff 3A*,p*, ~* _> 0: 
A* + p* + p* = 1 with Pl = a(2~* - 1) and Ul =/3(1 - 2A*). 
DESCRIPTION OF THE FACES OF V. 
1. Plane P1 through A, B, C has equation, 
z -= - /3z  + ay  + a/3, (19) 
and it corresponds to triangle T1. 
2. Plane P2 through A, B, D has equation, 
z = ~x -- ay  + a/3, (2o) 
and it corresponds to triangle :£2. 
3. Plane Pa through A, C, D has equation, 
z =/3x  + ay -  a~ (21) 
and it corresponds to triangle Ta. Here, 
:= ({(a, --a), (a, 9), (--a, a)}>- 
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In fact (#1,vl) •7"3 i f f3A,  p,~_>0: A+p+w=lwi th  
#1 = a (1 - 2~), ,1 =/9 (1 - 21). 
4. Plane P4 through B, C, D has equation, 
z = - /~x - ay - a~ (22) 
and it corresponds to triangle T4. Here, 
T4 : :  <{(a , -~) ,  ( -a ,~) ,  ( -a , - -~)}>.  
In fact (#1,/21) • T4 iff 3 A*, p*, ~* _> 0: A* -}- p* + 99" = 1 with 
#1 = a(21" - 1) and ul = ~(2p* - 1). 
THE JUSTIFICATION OF V IS OBVIOUS. 
CONCLUSION. We have seen that the tetrahydron V is the convex hull of surface S: z = xy over 
I -a ,  a] x [-/3, j3]. Call O := (o, o), A~ :-- (a,/3), A2 := ( -a ,  t3), A3 := ( -a , - /3 ) ,  A4 := (a,-/3). 
Clearly (A1A2AaA4) is an orthogonal parallelogram with sides of lengths 2a and 2¢/. 
We notice the following for the triangles 
T1 = A3A40 U A4OA1 , 
T2 = 30A2 U 20A1 , 
T3 = 40A1 U lOA2 , 
0 
That  is, 
T1N T4 = A3A40 , 
(1"2NT3= A IOA2 , 
Also, we observe the following. 
A 
T2 N T4 = AzOA2 . 
1. Let (x, y) C (AaA4O) iff (x, y) • T1 n T4 iff x = a ( -A  + p), y =/3(~ - 1), where 
A,p,~v > 0 :A+p+~ = 1. 
2. Let (x, y) • (A4OAJ  iff (x, y) • T1 n Tz iff x = a(1 - ~), y = 3( -A  + p), where 
A,p,~ > 0 :A+p+~ = 1. 
2~ 
3. Let (z, y) E (A1A20)  iff (x, y) E T2 n Tz iff x = a()~ - p), y =/~(1 - ~), where 
A ,p ,~>0:A+p+~=I .  
A 
4. Let (x ,y)  • (AzA30)  iff (x,y) • T2 n T4 iff x = a(~ - 1), y = fl(A - p), where 
A ,p ,~>0:A+p+~=l .  
(23) 
(24) 
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Finally, applying the geometric moment theory method presented in Section 1, we find the 
following. 
(I) Let (#~, ul) E T1 n T4, then 
sup  
~,~]x [-#,Z] 
inf ~[~ 
tt a,a] x [--~,~] 
xy  dtt = -~#1 + apl  + a~, 
xy  d# = - /3#~ - a~l - a~. 
(2s) 
(II) Let (#1, Pt) E T1 A T3, then 
sup 
# 
inf 
t x 
f -~ ,< x [-/<N 
f[-~,~1 × [-~,~] 
xy  d# = - /~#1 + a~t + a~, 
my d# = ~P l  + a~l -- a~. 
(26) 
(III) Let (~1, /21) E ~2 f'-I ~'3, then  
u ,~,a] x [-#,/3] 
inf f 
" Jl-~,~]x[-~,/~] 
xy  d# : ~#1 - a~l + a~, 
xy  d# = ~1 + apt  - a~. 
(2r) 
(IV) Let (#1, Pl)  ~ ~2 ~'/T4, then 
f 
sup ] xy  dp = f l# l  - aul  + a~, 
t t J [  . . . .  ] X [--fl,~] 
inf [ xy  d# = -~#1 - apl  - a~. 
" J [ -a ,4x[ - /<~]  
(2s) 
3.1. The  F inanc ia l  Por t fo l io  P rob lem 
Let the r.v. X giving the annual return of one risky asset (say a stock) and Y giving the annual 
return of another risky asset (say a corporate bond) such that EX = #1, EX  2 = #2, EY  = vt ,  
EY  2 = ~2 are known, and EXY = V may not be known. Here, X ,Y  are not necessarily 
independent. 
Denote by R the return of  a portfol io of the stock and bond R = wX + (1 - w)Y ,  where w is 
the fraction of funds allocated to the stock. Here, we would like to find the optimal w* such that 
the uti l i ty funct ion ,  
u(/~) = ER - A Var R, (29) 
is maximized, where t > 0 is the r isk-avert ion parameter  which is fixed. 
The above is the opt imal  f ront ie r  pwb lem.  Notice that X, Y are not necessarily normal random 
variables, typically they have variances much larger than means. So, the not  short  sel l ing case is 
maxu(R) :0  < w < 1. (30) 
In general may be g _< w < u, -oo  < g < u < oo. If ( < O, it means one can sell the stock and 
put  it all in the bond. 
In Part II of our work, we deal in the same manner with another utility function, 
u(R) : Eg(R), (31) 
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where g(x) is a strictly concave function. This is the optimizing concavity problem. However, 
typically we deal with many random variables Xi, Yi, i = 1 , . . . ,  n that are the annual returns of n 
stocks and bonds, respectively. Thus, in general in portfolio we have the return Rp = ~N=I wiXi, 
where Xi is the annual return from stock i or bond i. 
Therefore, we need to find 
max u(Rp), such that u~ <_ wi  _< g~, i = 1 , . . . ,N ,  (32) 
~Ol,.,.,~v N
and ui, gi are fixed known limits. To maximize U(Rp) is not yet known even if i = 2 and 0 <_ w _< 1. 
We present hese for the first time here. 
Typically here the distributions of Xi are not known. We work first the special important case 
of 
R=wX+(1-w)Y ,  O<w<lorg<w<u,  (33) 
and 
u(R) = ER-  A Var R, A > 0. 
One can easily see that 
u(R) : wEx  + (I w)EV (E -(ER) 
= w#l + (1 - w) ~1 A {w2EX 2 + (1 - w) 2 EY 2 + 2w (1 - w) EXY  
- w2#~ - (I - w)  ~ ~ - 2w (1 - w)/ZI/]I} . 
So, after calculations, we get that 
where A > O, 
and 
f(w) := u(R) = Tw 2 + Mw + K, 
T := - ,~tt2 - .~lJ 2 4- 2,~? q- ,,~pl 2 q-/~/¢12 - 2~lV l ,  
M := ~t 1 - I-,'1 -~ 2/~/¢2 - 2A? - 2A~ 2 + 2A#I~t, 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
K := "1 - ~'~ + A'I  2- (38) 
To have maximum for f(w), we need T < 0. 
To find max u(R) is very difficult and not as important as the following modifications of the 
W,"/ 
problem. More precisely, we would like to find 
the best allocation with the best possible dependence between assets, and 
m x(min    
the best allocation under the worst possible dependence between the assets. According to Theo- 
rem 3, we get 
7inf --< 7 • "/sup, i.e., -- "/sup ~ - -7  5 ?inf- (41) 
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So, in the last modified problem 3` could be known and fixed or unknown and variable between 
these bounds.  Hence, for fixed 3` we find maxw u(R), and for variable 3', using Theorem 3, we 
find tight upper and lower bounds for it, both cases are being treated in a similar manner.  
Denote 
(42) 
q- (]/1 - -  /Yl @ 2/~/22 - -  2/~/2~ -7 2/~]/1//1 ) W q- 021 --  "~/"2 -[- /~/22) - 
Therefore, from (35), we get 
u(R) = A(w) + 2Aw(w - 1)3`. (43) 
In case of 0 < w G 1, we have 
m!nx U(R ) = A(w) + 2Aw(w - 1) (max3`) (45) 
\ rflin / ' 
i.e., 
mi[:u(Ft) = A(w) + 2Aw(1- w) ( -  (sup3`'~ ") . (46) 
~, k, inf / / 
Using Theorem 3 in the last case (45), we get t ight upper and lower bounds for max~ u(R). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let 3  `be fixed and w E [0,1] or w E [g,u], -oo  < g < u < oo. Assume T < 0 
and -M/2T  E [0, 1] or -M/2T  E [g, u]. Then, the maximum in (35) is 
f (  M)_.~ =maxu(R)--M2+4TK4T ' 
e.g., A = 1, 7 - 6, ]/2 = 5, ~'2 = 10, ]I1 = 2, //1 = 3. 
-M/2T  -- 0.25 e [0, 1], and maXw u(R) = 17/8. 
In another example, we can take 
A = 1, ]/1 = -10 ,  /Yl = -20 ,  
then T = 94 > 0. 
Then, T = 2 < O, M = 1, K = 2, 
]/2 =4,  ~2 =6,  3`=2,  
PROPOSITION 2. Let 3  `be fixed and w C [0, 1] or w E [g, u], -ec  < g < u < exp. Here, T > 0 oi" 
T < 0 and -M/2T  ~ [0, 13 or T < 0 and -M/2T  ~ [f, u]. Then, the maximum in (35) is 
max u(R) = max{d(0), f(1)} = max {K,,~ (]/~ - ]/2) + ]/1} (47) 
wE[0,:] 
and 
max u(R)  = max{f  (u), f(g)}. (48) 
wE [u,e] 
APPLICATION OF "/-MOMENT PROBLEM (THEOREM 3) AND PROPOSITIONS 1 AND 2. Let 0 _< 
w _< 1, from (43), we obta in  
u(R) = A(w) + 2Aw(1 - w)(-3`),  (49) 
where 3` = EXY and A(w) as in (42). Then 
~(R) < A(w) -{- 2 /~w(1  - w) ( -T in f )  ~-': 0 (w)  (50)  
and 
u(R) > A(w) + 2Aw(1 - w) ( -%up)  =:  L(w). (51) 
Hence, one can maximize O(w) and L(w) in w using Proposit ions 1 and 2. That  is, f inding tight 
est imates for the crucial quantit ies (39) and (40). For example, we get 
max \ / (n~xu(R) '~< max O(w) (52) 
wE[O,11 - -  wE[0,1] 
and / \ 
max  (I~i][~. r~ (~/~ ~ ][~_ ax  ZI 'w / . (531 
wE[0,1] \ ~/ / - -  we[0,1] 
Notice that  in expressing u(R), we use all moments  ]/1, u:, ]/2, u2. 
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2.2. The  Por t fo l io  P rob lem Invo lv ing  Three  Secur i t ies  
(Similarly, one can treat the problem of more than three securities.) 
Let Xx, X2, Xa be r.v. giving the annual return of three risky assets (stocks or bonds). 
Let R := wlX1 + w2X2 + waXa, gi < wi _< ui, i = 1,2,3 the return of a portfolio, and the 
utility function u(R) = ER - A Var R, A > 0 the risk-avertion parameter being fixed. Again, we 
would like to find the optimal (w~, w2, w3) such that u(R) is maximized. Clearly, 
'~(R) : w lEX  , -[- tu2EX 2 -]- w3EX 3 - ~ (E  (/{2) _ (ER)2) . 
1/2 Set #1{ := EX{, #zi := EX~, i = 1, 2, 3. We have #1~ _< #~{ , i = 1,2, 3. Hence, we derive 
2 2 
+2w~w2EXIX  2 + 2w2w3EX2X3 + 2~;3wlEX3X 1 _ Wi l l  12  2 _ W2~l 2  2 _ W3#l 2  2 
--2WlW2[Z11[Z12 - -  2W2W3/Z12#13 - -  2WlW3[Z11~13] • 
Call O'l := EX1X2, 72 := EX2Xa, 0'3 = EXaX1, then 
1/2 1/2 1/2, 1/2 
3'1 _< #21 #22 , "~2 -< #22 ~2a , 
Thus, it holds 
1/2 1/2 
~/3--<#23 #m • 
i t (R)  : Wl[Zll -[- W2~t12 -[- W3~t13 -- W2,~[Z21 -- W2)~t22 -- W32~/Z23 
2 2 2 2 2 2 --2WlW2"k9'l -- 2W2W3"~9'2 -- 2W3Wl,~"/3 n- WlA#I  J- W2)~t12 n t- W3,~l  3 
-}-2WlW2A/Zll/Z12 -}-2w2waA#12#13 + 2wlwaAPU#la. 
Consequently, we have 
+ + + + .12 2 + 
(54) 
+ (-2A~1 + 2Apu#12) wlw2 + (-2A'y~ + 2)~/z12#13) W2W3 
-[- (--2A0' 3 -[- 2A[Z11~13) WlW3. 
Here, we would like first to study about the absolute maximum of g over R 3. For that,  we set 
the first partials of 9 equal to zero, etc. Namely, we have 
Dag (wl, w2, wa) - (-2/~[z21 -t- 2/~[/21) Wl -i t- .11 
-}- (--2,k9'1 J- 2A#11#12) w2 -[- (--2A')'3 -}- 2A#11#13) w3 (55) 
~--- 0, 
@ ( 2.~fl ~- 2~[£11[Z12) W 1 ~- (--2.~'~2 @ '))~t12~Z13 ) U/3 (56) 
~- 0, 
and 
-~- (--2/~/2 @ 2/~]Z12/Z13) W2 -~ ( 2~'~3 ~- 2~]/,111213) Wl 
~0.  
(57) 
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Furthermore, we get 
Dllg (Wl,W2, W3) = 
D~2g (Wl, w2, w3) = 
--2A#21 4. 2A#21) ,
--2.k#22 4. 2)~/-t22) , 
(58) 
(5~) 
and 
D33g(wl,w2,w3) : --2~/~23 4. 2 /~23) .  (60) 
Also, we have 
D12g (Wl, w2, w3 = D21g (Wl, w2, w3 - ( -2 ,~1 4. 2Apllp12) 
D31g (Wl, w2, wa = D13g (wl,w2, w3 - (-2A73 + 2A#11#13) 
(61) 
(62) 
and 
D23g (Wl,W2,W3) = D32g (Wl,W2,W3 = (-2A72 q- 2A#12tt13) (63) 
Next, we form the determinant of second partials of g 
--2A/t21 4. 2A/t21, 
Aa (w) := --2/Vy I 4. 2A~11#12 , 
--2A'y3 4. 2A/-tll#13, 
where w := (wl, w2, w3) C R 3. 
-2A71 4. 2AP11/~12, 
-2A#22 + 2A#~2, 
-2A72 4. 2Aktl2/Zl3, 
-2A73 4. 2A#11/t13 
-2A72 4. 2Akt12/~13 
-2A~t23 4. 2A]~23 
, (64)  
One can have true A3(w) ¢ 0. So, we can solve the linear system over R 3 
-2)~71 + 2/~tll~t12) Wl 4. (-2A#22 4- 2/~#22) w2 4. ( -2 /~2 4. 2/~/t12/t13) w 3 = --~t12 , (65) 
--2-~"~3 4. 2/~11~13) Wl 4. (--2/~"~2 4. 2)k~12~13) l/ 2 4. ( 2/~23 4. 2/~,tt23) W3 ~- --/£13. 
Here, A3(w) is the basic coefficient matrix of system (65). 
Given that A3(w) # 0, system (65) has a unique solution w* :-- (w~,w~,w~) C R a. For 
example, w* is a critical point for 9. 
Assuming that g is a concave function (it is also differentiable) then it has an absolute maximum 
at w* over Ra (see [7, p. 116, Theorem 3.7] and comments of "functions of several variables" by 
3 Fleming). If w* E l-L=~[g~,u~] then the global maximum of g there will be g(w*). 
NOTE. In general, let Q(x, h) := y~i"d=lg~j(x)h~hj, where g c C(2)(K), K-open convex C R n, 
h := (h , , . . . ,  h~), ~ = (~, . . . ,~) .  
We need the following. 
THEORZM 3.6. (See [7, p. 114].) 
(a) g is convex on K iK Q(x, .) > 0 (positive semidefinite), Vx E K, 
(b) g is concave on K iff Q(x, .) < 0 (negative semidefinite), Vx  C K,  
(e) if Q(x, .) > 0 (positive definite), Vx  c K,  then g is strictly convex on K,  
(d) if Q(x, .) < 0 (negative definite), Vx  E K,  then g is strictly concave on K.  
Let A(x) := det[g~j(x)] and A,_k(x)  denote the determinant with n - k rows, obtained by 
deleting the last k rows and columns of A(x). Put Ao(x) = 1. For our particular function (54), 
we do have 
gij (x) = gji (x), i, j = 1, 2, 3. 
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That is Q(x,.) is a symmetric form. From the theory of quadratic forms, we have equivalently 
that Q(x, .) is positive definite iff the (n + 1) numbers A0(x), Al(x)  . . . .  ,/N~(x) > 0. Also Q(x, .) 
is negative definite iff the above (n + 1) numbers alternate in signs from positive to negative. 
In our problem, we have 
Ao(w ) = 1, (66) 
Al(w) -- -2Ap21 + 2.~#~1, (67) 
_2A~t21 -~ 2/~/z121, -2/~'y 1 q- 2/~Pll/Z12 
A2(w) = -2A~1 + 2Apu#I> -2,k#22 + 2A#lz2 ' 
(68) 
and Aa(w ) as before, all independent of any w E R a. We can have examples of Al(w) < 0, 
A2(w ) > 0, Aa(w ) < 0, Vw C IRa, see next. Therefore, in that case, Q(w, .) is negative definite, 
i.e., Q(w, .) < 0, Vw c R 3. Thus, (by [7, Theorem 3.6]) g is strictly concave in IR a. 
NOTE. Let f be a (strictly) concave function from R into IR. The easily one can prove that 
g(wl, we, wa) := f(wl)  + f(w2) + f(wa) is (strictly) concave function from R a into R. 
EXAMPLE. Clearly, f(x) := -0.75x z + 0.5x is strictly concave. Hence, 
9 (wl, w2, w3) := (-0.75) (Wa 2+ w~ + w 2) + (0.5) (wl + w2 + w3) (69) 
is strictly concave too. This function g is related to the following setting. 
Take /k = 1, /.ill = /*12 = /~13 ~-- 1/2, P21 = #2e = #23 = 1, "Yl = V2 = 73 = 1/4. Then, 
A0(w) = l, A l (W) = -1 .5  < 0, A2(w) = 2.25 > 0, Aa(w) = --3.375 < 0. The linear system (65) 
reduces to -1.5wi -0.5, i = 1, 2, 3. Then, w~ = wi = 0.33, i = 1, 2, 3. For example, (0.33, 
0.33, 0.33) is the critical number of g as above (69). Therefore, 
max [(-0.75) (w~ + w22 + Wa 2) + (0.5) (wl ~- w2 "~- W3)] = 0.249975, 
and w~ C [-1, 1] or in [0, 1], i = 1, 2, 3, etc. 
COMMENT. By Maximum and Minimum value theorem since X := I-[3=l[g~,u~], g~,u~ E R is a 
compact subset of R 3 and since g(w) = u(R) is a continuous real valued function over X, then 
there are points w* and w. in X such that 
g (w*) = sup {g (,~) :,w e x} ,  
g (w.) = inf {g (w) :w E X}. 
(7o) 
REMARK 1. Let here wi E [0, 1], i = 1,2,3. Then, one can write 
%/, (.1~) = B (w) Jr- (2.~WlW2) ( -~1)  -~- (2~w2w3) ( -~2)  q- (2/~wl'w3) (--~Y3) , (71) 
where 
q- (- -)~23 Jr- ~/*123) W2 q- [ZllWl q- ~12W2 -Jr- ~13W3 
+2)~pn#leWlW2 + 2)~#12#13w2w3 + 2~/~ll~13WlW3. 
By Theorem 3, again, we derive that 
(72) 
--~/isup ~ --~{ --~ --'~iinf, i = 1 ,2 ,3 .  (7a) 
Consequently, we get 
~J~ (/~) ~ B (W) + (2~1W2)(--~11 inf) + (2)~W2W3)(--~/2iIlf) + (2~WlW3)(--eY3 inf) : :  0 (W), (74) 
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also, we obtain 
~/, (at{) > B (IL}) 4- (2/~WlW2) (--~/1 sup) 4- (2-~qJJ2W3) (--~/2sup) 4- (2/~Wl~/J3) (--~/3sup) =: L (w). (75) 
Now, we can maximize O(w), L(w) over w C [0, 1] 3 as described earlier in this Section 2.2. That 
is, finding tight estimates for the crucial quantities (39) and (40). 
For example, we obtain 
and 
max ( max u(R) )<_  max O(w) (76) 
/ \ 
max | rain u(R)} > max L(w) ,  (77) 
Notice that in expressing u(R), we use all moments #1i, #2i, i = 1, 2, 3. 
2.3. Appl icat ions  of  * / -Moment P rob lem to Var iance  
Let -a  < X < a, -/3 < Y </3 be r.v., a,/3 > 0. Set 7 := EXY,  #1 := EX,  Ux := EY ,  % #1, 
~1 E R. The covariance is 
cov (x ,  Y) = ~ - ~1~1 (78) 
and in our case it exists as it is easily observed by 
Var (x )  <_ 2a 2, Vat (Y) < 2/32 
Then, by Theorem 3, we have 
sup coy (x ,  Y) = sup ~ - ~1~1 (79) 
X,Y  X ,Y  
and 
inf cov (X,Y)  = inf 7 -/Zl/-'1. 
X,Y  X ,Y  
We need to mention the following. 
COaOLLaaY 1. (See [8, p. 366].) It holds 
Var (X + Y) = Var (X) + Var (Y) + 2 cov (X, Y).  
Thus, we get 
(80) 
(81) 
sup Var (X + Y) _< sup Var (X) 4- sup Var (Y) 4- 2 sup eov (X, Y) 
X,Y  X ,Y  X ,Y  X ,Y  
(82) 
_< sup Vat (X) 4- sup Var (Y) 4- 2 sup eov (X, Y).  
X Y X ,Y  
And also we have 
inf Var (X 4- Y) _> inf Var (X) + inf Var (Y) 4- 2 inf coy (X, Y) 
X,Y  X ,Y  X ,Y  X ,Y  (83) 
_> inf Var (X) + inf Var (Y) + 2 inf coy (X, Y) .  
X Y X ,Y  
Above, we have EX = #1, EY  = zq as prescribed moments. Notice that Vat(X) = EX 2 - I-t~ 
and Var(Y) EY 2 - u~. So, we would like to find inf~,p f-~a x2 d# such that 
j xd#=#l ,  a>0,  
a 
where > is a probability measure on I -a,  a], etc. Applying the basic geometric moment heory 
one obtains that 
sup Var (X) = a 2 - #5, sup Var (Y) = f12 _ v12, (84) 
X Y 
and 
inf Var (X) = 0, inf Mar (Y) = 0. (85) 
X Y 
We have established the following. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let the r.v. X ,Y  be such that -a  < X _< a, - /3 _< Y <_ /3, a,/3 > 0, and 
EX = #1, EY  =/J l  are prescribed, where #1, ~1 E R. Set 7 := EXY.  Then, it holds 
sup Var (X + Y) < a 2 + 3 2 - (p: +/21) 2 -[- 2~sup 
x ,Y  
(86) 
and 
inf Var (X + Y) _> 2 (Vi~f - /~ lLq) .  
X,Y  
Here, %~p and 7in¢ are given by Theorem 3. 
(87) 
1. Next, we generalize (86) and (87). Namely, let X1, X2 , . . . ,  X ,  be r.v. such that -a~ < 
2 We write := Xi < ai, ai > O, i = 1 , . . . ,n .  Thus, EIX~I < a~ and EX 2 < a i. vij 
cov(X~, Xj)  which do exist. Let 0 < g~ < w~ < u~, i = 1 , . . . ,  n, usually w~ E [0, 1] be such 
n that  ~ i=1 wi = 1. Here wi are fixed, they could be the percentages of allocations of funds 
to bonds and stocks. 
Set 
t~ 
z =  ,xi. (88) 
i=1 
Then, by [8, Theorem 14.4, p. 366], we get 
,q, 
Vat(Z) = ~ ~j .~ j .  
i= l  j= l  
(89) 
For example, we have 
Var (Z) = Ew~vi i  ÷ Ewiw j  coy (Xi,Xj) 
i=1 i--1 j= l  ~¢j 
=Zw Var(Z )+  w  jcov(X, Xj). 
i=1 i=1 j= l  
(90) 
Call 
#1/ := EXi, 
PROPOSITION 4. We obtain 
~/ij := EXiX j ,  i , j=  l , . . . ,n .  (91) 
Vat(Z) <_ w i (a i - #~) + wiwj sup 7ij - #liPlj 
i= l  i=1 j= l  \ p l i ' t t l j  
(92) 
and 
Vat(Z) > E wiwj inf ~i j  - - ]£1i]&l j  . 
i=1 j= l  k'tt l i ' t t  U 
i#j 
(93) 
2. Let again X1, . . . ,X~ be r.v. such that -a i  < Xi <_ ai, ai > 0, i = 1 , . . . ,n .  Put 
vii := cov(Xi,Xj).  Let fixed wi be such that gi <_ wi <_ ui, f.i,ui E IR, i = 1 , . . .  ,n. 
Set 
Z = ~ w~Xi. (94) 
i=1 
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Then, by [8, Theorem 14.4, p. 366], we obtain 
Var(Z) = E wiwjvij 
i=l  j= l  
n 
i=1 i=1 j= l  i#j 
Furthermore, we get 
Var(Z) = E w2 Var(Xi) + E 
i=1 
+E E 
i,jE{1 ....... } 
i7£j 
wiwj<O 
wiwj cov(X.  X j ) 
i,je{l ..... n} 
~#j 
wiwj >0 
wiw j cov(X.  X j ). 
(95) 
(96) 
Here, we are given F, Xi = #1i, EX j  /£1j, we set also "Yij := EXiX j .  By Theorem 3, we have 
~ij inf --< ~/ij <_ "gij sup. (97) 
cov(X, ,X j )  _< cov(X ,  Xj) < sup eov(X i ,X j ) .  (98) 
~li ,#l j  
Obviously, we obtain 
inf 
[Zli,l~lj 
We get the following. 
PROPOSITION 5. It holds 
Var(Z) <_ E w~ (a~ - #~i) + E E w,wj sup ")'ij - #i i#1i  
i=1 i,jE{1 ..... n} \Pli'ttlJ 
i#j 
w,w5>_O 
i,jE{1 ...... ~} \#li'lZlJ 
Wiwj<O 
(99) 
(100) 
and 
Var (Z)  -> E E wiwj ( inf ~ij--]ZlilZlj) 
i,je{l ..... n} 
w,; wj > 0 
~-E  E WiWj ( sup "YiJ--Ptli"l j) " 
i,je{1 ...... } \t,l~,,~j 
Wiwj~O 
Part  I I  
Here, we treat the utility function, 
u (R) = E9 (R), (101) 
where g: K; C_ R --~ N +, A2 is an interval, g is a concave function, e.g. 9(x) = gn(2 + x), x _> -1 ,  
andg(x)  = ( l+x)  ~, 0<a < 1, x > 1. Also again, 
R:=wX+(1-w)  Y, 0<w< 1, (102) 
and X, Y, r.v. as in Section 2.1. 
For example, it is 
(R) = Eg ('wX + (1 - w) Y). (103) 
Our objectives are as in Sections 2.1, 2.2, etc. 
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LEMMA 2. Let g: IC C_ IR --* N, ]C interval, be a concave function. Then, 
G (x, y) := g (wx + (1 - w) y),  0 _< w < 1 fixed, (104) 
is a concave function in (x, y). 
PROOF. Let 0 < A < 1, then we observe 
G (/~ (2:1, yl) -~ (1 -- A)(x2,Y2)) = a(AXl  + (1 - A) x2, Ayl + (1 - A)y2) 
= g (W (/~X 1 -~- (I - A) x~) + (I - w) (Ayl + (I - A) Y2)) 
= g (,~ (W321 @ (1 -- W) Yl) -~ (1 -- ,'~) (W322 AC (1 -- W) Y2)) 
> (Ag (wxl + (1 - w) Yi) + (I -- A) g (wx2 + (i - w) Y2)) 
~- )~C (Xl, yl)Jr- (i -;~)a(z2,y2). 
| 
So, in our case G(x, y) is concave and nonnegative. We would like to find inf~p u(R), i.e., to 
find 
inf / g(wx + (1 - w)y) d#(z, y), (105) 
sup JK:2 # 
such that the moments 
[ xd#(x,y)= Pi, / "  yd#(x,y)=/21, (106) 
2 ,]~2 
are prescribed, Pl, ~i E R. Hcre, p is a probability measure on ](22. 
We easily get via geometric moment theory that 
sup u (R) = 9 (w, l  + (1 - w)//1), g >_ 0, (107) 
tt 
and 
max (sup u(R)) max 9(w~1+(1- -w) , l ) .  
wEI0,11 \(X,Z) we[0,1] 
(108) 
EXAMPLES. 
(i) Let g(x) = gn(2 + x), x > -1 ,  then 
supu (R) = en (2 + wpl + (1 -- w) ~1). (109) 
tt 
Assume here #1 _> ul _> -1 .  Then, wpl + (1 - w)//1 >_ -1 ,  0 _< w _< 1. We would like to 
find 
we[0,i]max (s~ ) upu(_R) max (e~(2+~1+(1  ~)//1)-  we[O,ll 
We notice that 
max (w,1 + (1 - w)//1) = #1, at W = 1. 
~C[0,11 
Consequently, since gn is a strictly increasing function, we obtain 
max (sup  u(R)) =gn(2+pl) .  (110) 
~e[o,l] \(x,Y) 
(ii) Let g(x) = (1 + x) ~, 0 < a < 1, x > -1 .  Then, 
supu(R)  = (1 + W#l -- (1 - w), l )  ~. (111) 
Assume again #1 _> ui _> -1 ,  thenwpl+(1-w)u l  >_ -1 ,  0_< w _< 1. The function 
(1 + x) ~ is strictly increasing. Therefore, similarly as in (i), we obtain 
max (sup  u(R) ) - - - - (1+#1)  a. (112) 
we[O,1] \(X,Y) 
Next, we give another important moment result. 
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THEOREM 4. Let a,/3 > 1 and T : :  cony<{(0, fl), (a , -1 ) ,  ( -a , -1 )} ) ,  and the random pairs 
(X, Y) taking values on T, i.e., 
X=a(p-~) ,  Y = A( f i+ I ) -  1, A,p,~_> 0 :A+p+~ = 1. (113) 
Let g: IR --~ R + be a concave function and 0 < w < 1. We would like to find 
inf u(R) = inf Eg(wX + (1 -  w)Y) (114) (x,Y) (x,Y) 
such that 
EX : Pl, EY  = ul, (115) 
where (#1, "1) • [--1, 1] 2 is gwen. Also, to determine 
max ( in f  u(R) ) .  (116) 
we[0,1] \ (X ,V)  J 
We prove that 
inf u (R)  = ~g(w(1-a ) - l )+  (g (w (a + l) - l) - g (w (1 -  a) - l)) (~1 + a) (x,y) [ 2a 
(117) 
4 (2g ((1 - w)/3) - g (w (a + 1) - 1) - g (w (1 - a) -- 1)) (/J1 -~- 1)'~. 
2 (9 + L) J 
One can apply maxwe[0,1] to both sides of (117) to get (116). 
PROOF. Let a,/5 > 1 and the triangle T with vertices {(0,/3), (a, -1 ) ,  ( -a ,  -1 )} .  Thus, (x, y) ¢ T 
i f f (x ,y )  = A(0 , /3 )+p(a , -1 )+~, ( -a , -1 ) ,where  A,p ,~_> 0: k+p+~ = 1, i f fx  = pa-~a,  
y = k /3 -  p -  ~. I.e. (x,y) E T i f f  x = a(p -  ~) and y = ,k(/3 + 1) - 1. For example, if a = 2 then 
= 3 by similar triangles. Clearly, [ -1,  1] 2 C T. 
Let g: 1R + R + be a concave function, then G(x, y) := g(wx + (1 - w)y), 0 < w < 1 is concave 
in (x, y) and nonnegative, the same is true for G over T. We would like to find 
inf u(R) = inf / g(wx + (1 - w)y)d#(x,y) (118) 
t* t~ J T 
under 
TXd#(x,Y) = P,, /TYdp(x,Y) = /"1, (119) 
where (pl,//1) (~ [ -1,  1] 2 is given, and p is a probabil ity measure on T. Call V the convex hull 
of G]T. The lower part of V will be the triangle 
T* conv({( -a , -1 ,G( -a , -1) ) , (a , -1 ,G(a , -1) ) , (O,  fl, G(O, fl))}) 
eonv<{A, B, C}>, (120) 
where 
A := ( -a ,  -1 ,  g(w(1 - a) - 1)), 
B := (a, -1,g(w(a+ 1) - 1)), 
C := (0,/3, g((1 - w)fl)). 
We can find that  the plane (ABC) has an equation, 
z=g(w(1--a)- l)-4:- (g(w(a+ l ) -  l)~ag(W(1--a)-1)) . (x+a)  
+ (2g( (1  - w)/3) - g(w(a + 1) - 1 ) -  9(w(1 - -a )  -- 1 ) )  
2(/3 + 1) ./ " (y + 1). \ 
(121) 
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Applying the basic geometric moment heory, we obtain 
infu(R) = {g(w(1 - a) - 1) + (g(w(a + 1) - 1)23- g(w(1 - a) - 1)) (Pl + a) 
(122) 
q- (29((1-- w)fl) -- g(w(a + l) --1) -- g(w(1--  a) -- X)) (u 1 +1) ; .  
2(/3 + 1) J 
Then, one can apply max~c[0,1 ] to both sides of (122). II 
APPLICATION 1 TO (117). Here, 0 < w <_ 1. Take a = 2, then we get ~ -- 3. We consider 
g(x) = gn(3 + x) > 0 for x >_ -2.  Notice g(-w - 1) = gn(2 - w) >_ O, and g is a strictly concave 
function. 
Applying (117), we obtain 
( (en(2 + 3w) - e~(2 - ~))(t*l + 2) 
max _ = max en(2 -  
we[O,1] \(x,Y) / we[O,1] 4 
(2en3 + gn(2 - w) - gn(2 + 3w)) ] (123) 
S (/1'1 + 1) ~.  
Let ~z I : /21  : 0, then 
max ( in f  u(R)'~----max 
we[0,1] \(X,Y) ] we[O,1] 
where  
We put 
{en3 (2 Jr- 3Wx~ 1/2 ( 2--'W x 1/8~ -y+en(2-w)+e~\2_~j +e~\2+3~/  J 
= maXwc[0,l] {~-~-eT~(T(W))}, 
¢(~) := (2 - ~)5/s(~ + 3w)~/s > 0, 0 < ~ <_ 1. 
(124) 
(125) 
w1(w) = (2 - w)-3/8(2 + 3w)-S/8( l  3w) = 0. 
Here w = 1/3, is the only critical number  for ~-(w). 
If w < 1/3, then T1(w) > 0. 
If w > 1/3, then T/(W) < 0. 
Thus ,  T (~) ,  0 <_ ~ _< 1 has  a local max imum at ~ = 1/3.  Not i ce  T(0)  = 2, ~(1)  = (125) i /8  = 
1.8285791, and  
w(1)  =(347.22222)1/8=2.077667. 
Hence, the global maximum over [0, 1] of the continuous function T(W) is 2.077667. For example, 
T(w) < 2.077667, for all 0 < w < 1. Since gn is a strictly increasing function, we get that 
gn'r(w) < gn(2.077667) = 0.7312456, 
for all 0 < w < 1, with equality at w = 1/3. Consequently, we have 
( inf u(R)'~ = 1.0058987, where #1 = Ul =0.  (126) i nax  
,~.e[0,1] k(X,Y) ] 
APPLICATION 2 TO (117). Here, again, 0 _< w <_ 1, a = 2, /3 : 3, Pl : ul = 0. We consider 
9(x) : :  (2 + x) ~, 0 < c~ < 1, x _> -2 .  Notice g is strictly concave and nonnegative. Also 
g(-w 1)=( l -w)  ~_>0. Thus, 
max ( in f  u (R)~- - - -max {(1--w)C~+ ( ( l+3w)a- ( l -w)a)  
wE[O,1] \(X,Y) ] w@[O,l] 
+ (2(5 -  3w)~ - (l + 3w)~ - (l - w)~) (127) 
1 
=-  max X(w), 
8 wC[0,1] 
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X(w) : :  2(5 - 3w) ~ + 3(1+ 3w) ~ + 3(1 - w) ~, 0_<w<l ,  0<c~< 1, (128) 
such that 
g(fl(1 -- 2w)) + g(fl(2w -- 1)) >_ (9(--fl) + g(fl)), 
We would like to find 
inf u(R): inf Eg(wX+(1-w)Y)  
(x,Y) (x,Y) 
EX  = ~1, EY  : vl, 
are prescribed moments, #1, I"1 E [--fl, fl]. Also, to determine 
max ( in f  u(R)~. 
w~[o,x] \ (x,v)  / 
(135) 
(136) 
(137) 
(138) 
for all O < w < 1. 
is strictly positive and continuous. 
We have 
Xt(W) = --6C~(5 -- 3W) a -1  n t- 90~(1 -I- 3W) c~-I -- 3c~(1 -- w) ~-1, (129) 
which does not exist at w = 1, that is a critical point for X(w). Also, we get 
x"(~) -- 18~(~ - 1)(5 - 3~) ~-~ + 27~(~ - 1)(1 + 3~) ~-2 
(130) 
+3a(a-  I)(i - w) ~-2 < O, 0 < w < i. 
That is, X'(W) is strictly decreasing on [0, 1), i.e., X'(1-)  < X'(0). Also, X(w) is strictly concave 
on [0, 1]. We rewrite and observe that 
[ [ (5-3w)l-~-(l+3w)l-a~7-~3-~oT~5--~-- ~ [(1-w)l-c~-(l÷3w)l-c~]]il--w--~gilT~3~l_-z-g X' (w) :a  6 [ +3L  ]j <0, (131) 
if 2/3 _< w < 1. For example, X(W) is strictly decreasing over [2/3, 1). Notice that 
x'(O) -: 6c~(I -- 5 a-l) > O. (132) 
For example, X at least close to zero is strictly increasing. Clearly, there exists unique w0 6 (0, 1) 
such that X'(Wo) = 0, the only critical number of X there. 
We find X(0) = 2(5 ~ + 3), 
X(1) = 2.2  °~ + 3.4  ~. (133) 
Consequently, we got 
)1 
w~[O,llmax k(x,g)inf u (R) = g w~[0,11max {2 (5 ~ + 3) ,2 ~ (2 + 3 .2a) ,  X (w0)}. (134) 
Next we present our most natural moment result here, and we give again applications. 
THEOaEM 5. Let fl > 0, and the triangles 
T~ : :  eonv<{(~, 9), (Z , -~) ,  ( -9 , -9 )}>,  
T~ : -  conv({(~, 9), (--9,--9), (--9, ~)}). 
Let the random variables X ,  Y taking values in [-fl, fl]. Let g: [-fl,  fl] --~ R + concave function 
and O < w < 1. We assume that 
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W~e prove the following. 
If (#1,~t) ~Tt  ( i f f#i =/3( -k4 -P -~) ,  ul =f l (A -P -~) ,  A, p, ~ >_ 0: A + p 4- ~ = l), then it 
holds 
inf u(R) = ~'g(/3) 4- (g(/3(2w - l ))  - g ( - /3) ) )  
(139) 
q- (g(/~) -- g()~(2W2/3 -- 1))) (/21 -- /~)} - 
If (pl, ut) E T2 (iffpl = /3(A-  p -  ~), Ul =/3(A-  p+ ~), A,p,# > 0 :A+p+# = 1), then it holds 
(X,y)inf u(R) = t~g(/3) + (g(fl) - g(/3(12/3 - 2w))) (#t - /3)  
(140) 
(~(/~(1 - 2~))2~ - ~( -~) )  (-1 - ~)}  • 
One can apply max~e[0,1l to both sides of (139) and (140) to get (138). 
PROOF. Let g: [-/3,/3] --* R+ be a concave function, ~ > 0. Then, G(x, y) := g(wz+(1-w)y)  >_ O, 
x, y C [-/3, fl], 0 < w < 1, is concave in (x,y) over [-/3, ~]2. We call 7~ := [-~,fl]2 the square 
with vertices (/3,/3), (-/3, fl), (-/3, -/3), (3 - /3) .  Clearly, (0, 0) E 7~. On the surface z = G(x, y) 
consider the set of points 0 := {A, B, C, D}, where 
A := (/3,/3, g(/3)), B := (/3,-/3, g(~(2w - 1))), 
(141) 
c := ( -~,  ~,g( -9 ) ) ,  D := ( - /3 , /~,g(~(1 - 2~)) ) .  
These are the corner-extreme points of this surface over T~.. 
Call V := conv 0. The lower part of V is the same as the lower part of V*- - the convex hull of 
G(T~). We call this lower part W, which is a convex surface made out of two triangles. We will 
describe them. 
We need first describe the line segments gl := AC, f2 := BD. We have for gl := AC that 
x = fl - 2/3t, 
y = fl - 2~t, 
z = 9(/3) + (g(-/3) - g(~))t, 0<t<l .  
(142) 
And for g2 := BD, we have 
x = - /3  + 2~t, 
y =/3  2/~t, 
z = g(/3(1 2w)) + (g(/3(2w 1)) - g(/3(1 - 2w) ) ) t ,  0<t<l .  
(143) 
When t = 1/2, then x = y = 0 for both f l , f2 line segments. Furthermore, their z coordinates are 
9(/3) + g(- f l )  and zr~2 ~,~j = g(~(2w - 1)) + g(/3(1 - 2w)) Z(~l) (144) 
2 2 
Since G is concave, 0 < w < 1, it is natural to assume that 
z(e2) _> z(el). (145) 
Thus, the line segment BD is above tile line segment AC. 
Therefore, the lower part W of V* consists of the union of the triangles, 
and 
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A 
The equation of the plane through P = (ABC) is 
z = g(9) + g( f l (2w - 1)) - g ( -~) ) (x  - f l)  + 2Z 
A 
and the equation of the plane through Q = (ACD) is 
(g(fl) - g(fl(2w - 1)))(y _/3) 
z = g(/~) ÷ (g (~)  - 9(/3(1 -- 2w) ) ) )  (x - - /3)  + 
2/3 2~ 
We also call 
(g(~(1 - 2~))  - g ( - /3 ) )  (y _ /3 ) .  
We observe that 
T1 := proj~y (A~C)  = conv ({(/~,/3), ( /3 , -~) ,  ( -~ , - f l )} ) ,  
T2 := proj~y (A~D)= cony ({ (/3,/3), ( -~ , - /3 ) ,  (-/3,/3)}). 
(x,y) ET1 i ff3A, p,F > 0 :A+p+~-- - -  1, 
with (x, y) = A(~, ~) + p(fl, -/3) + ~( -3 ,  -/3) iff 
(146) 
(147) 
(148) 
x =/3(1 - 2~), y = ~(2A-  1). (149) 
We have 
(z,y) ET2 iff ~A,p,~_> 0 :A+p+~ = 1, 
with (x, y) = A(~,/3) + p(-/3, -~)  + ~( -~,  ~), iff 
x = ~(2A - 1), y =/3(1 - 2p). (150) 
We would like to find 
such that 
_ x d#(x, y) = #1, 
where ( /Zl ,  //1) E Z l  i f f  ~1 = fl(/~ @ P - ~) ,  
f 
L := inf I g(wx + (1 - w)y) dp(x, y) 
~_~,~p y d#(x, y) = L'I, 
(151) 
(152) 
-1 = Z(x  - p - ~) ,  ~,  p, ~ _> o: ~ + p + v = 1, (153) 
or (#1, ~'1) c T2 iff/11 = fl(/~ --  fl - -  ~), ~i ~(/~ -- p + ~), are prescribed first moments. Here, # 
is a probability measure on [-~, /3]2, /3 > 0. 
Our basic assumption eeded here is 
9(/3(1 - 2w)) + g(/3(2w - 1)) _> (g( -~)  + 9(~)), for all 0 < w < 1. (154) 
Using basic geometric moment heory, we obtain the following. If (it1, Ul) C TI, we get 
L : g (9 )  + (9(fl(2w - 1)) - 9( - f l ) ) ) (P l  - /3)  + (9(/3) - 9(~( 2w - 1)))(//1 - -  /~)" (155) 
2/3 2~ 
When (~t l , l /1 )  E Z2,  we  obta in  
L = g(f l )  + (g(/3) - g(/3(1 - 2w)))  (#1 - /3 )  + (g(/3(1 - 2w))  - g ( - /3 ) )  (~'1 - /3 ) .  (156) 
At the end one can apply maxwe[0A]  to both sides of (155) and  (156) to get (138). II 
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APPLICATION 3 TO (139) AND (140).  Let 
9(x) := (l + x) c~, 0<~<1,  x>_- l ,  0<w<l ,  
which is a nonnegat ive concave function. Take /9 = 1 and see g(1) -- 2 ~, g ( -1 )  = 0. If 
(/~1, ~1) • T1, then from (139), we get 
inf u(R) = 2 ~ + 2~-1w~(#1 - 1) + 2~-1(1 - w~)(u l  - 1). (157) 
(x,Y) 
If (/~1, //'1) E T2, we get from (140) that  
inf u(R) = 2 a + 2~-1(1 - (1 - w)~) (#l  - 1) + 2a- l (1  - w)a( tq  - 1). (158) 
(X,Y) 
Notice that assumption (135) is fulfilled. 
I t  is 
(1+ (1 - -  2w)) a+(1+(2w- l ) )  ~ =2 c~( (1 -w)  c~+w a)_>2 a, 0<w < 1, (159) 
true by 
( l -w)  ~+w ~ >( (1 -w)+w)  ~=1.  
Next take #1 - ~l = 0, i.e. (0, 0) E T1 r~ T2. Then,  
inf u(R) = 2 ~ - 2 ~-1 (160) 
(X,Y) 
and 
/ \ 
( inf u(R)] =2 ~-2  ~-I. (161) m&x 
w~[O,l] k(X,Y) ] 
APPLICATION 4 TO (139) AND (140). Let 
g(x) :=gn(2+x) ,  x>-2 ,  0<w<_ l  
which is an increasing concave function. Take/9 : 1/2. Clearly, g(x) > 0 for -1 /2  < x < 1/2. If 
(#1, ul)  E T1 we get via (139) that  
inf (u (R))= (n(2.5)+ (gn(m + 1.5)- gn(l.5))(,1 _ I~  
(x,Y) k ~/  (162) 
+ (~n (2.5) - g.n (w + l.5) ) (rk -1 )  . 
If (#1, "1) C T2 we get via (140) that  
inf (u(R))=g~n(2.5)+(gn(2.5)-gn(2.5-w)) (# i -2 )  
(x,Y) (163) 
We need to establ ish that  g fulfills (135). 
For example,  that  it holds 
en (2.5 - w) + en (1.5 + w) > en (1.5) + en (2.5), (164) 
as true. 
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Equivalently, we need to be true that 
e,~ (3.75 + w (1 - w))  _> en (3.75), 0 < w < 1. (165) 
The last inequality (165) is valid since gn is a strictly increasing function. So, assumption (135) 
is fulfilled. 
Next, take #1 =/]1  = 0 ,  i.e., (0, 0) E T1 n T2. Then, we obtain 
inf u(R)  = 0.6608779 (166) 
(x,Y) 
and 
max ( in f  u(R)~ =0.6608779. (167) 
we[0,1] \ (X,Y)  / 
2.4. The  Mu l t ivar ia te  Case 
n n Let Xi ber.v. ,  wi k 0 be such that ~-~.i=lwi = 1 and R := ~i=lwiX i "  Let gbe  aconcave 
function from an interval K: C_ IR into ]R +, and 
: :  Eg(R) .  
We need the following. 
LEMMA 3. Let  g: K --~ R be a concave function where 1C is an interval of IR, and let 
a(X l , . . . ,Xn)  = g ? l J i2g i  • 
Then, G(x l , . . . ,  z,~) is concave over K. n. 
PaooF .  Indeed, we get (0 < A < 1) 
G ()~ (x i , . . .  , x'n) + (1 - ,~) (x i ' , . . .  , x',:)) = a (,~x~ + (1 - )~) x i ' , . . .  , )~x~ + (1 - A) x~) 
= g + (1 
\ i=1  
w x (~ 
r ~-~ w .x (~ 
= ;~G(x l , . .  x'~) + (1 - ;~)G(x i' . . . .  , x : ) .  
We would like to find 
sup u(R)  = sup Eg wiX{ = sup g w ix i  d#(x l , . . . , x , ) ,  (168) 
(X1 ,...,X,, ) (X1 ,...,X,~) ",, i=  1 / /z n \ i=1  / 
such that 
f 
EXi  -- [ xi  dp(x l  . . . . .  x.,~) = #i E E., 
aE~ n 
are given first moments. 
i=  1 , . . . ,n ,  (169) 
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Here, # is a probabil i ty measure on/C ~. Clearly, the basic geometric moment theory says that 
(x ...... x , )  i=1 
where g _> 0 is concave. 
We further would like to obtain 
 sup 0 ,1 1, 
~:=(~1,...,~) \(x~,...,x,) ~ i=1 
n 
where wi _> 0 and 2 i=1Wi  = 1. 
EXAMPLES.  
(i) Let g(x) := fn(2 + x), x > -1 ,  then 
u(R)=~.n 2+ wil~i , 
i=1  / 
n >_ -1 ,  that  is, giving ~i=lWi#i >_ -1. 
sup 
(xl,...,x~) 
where ~t I ~ ~t 2 ~ ' ' '  > /~n 
n ~i=1 wi#i < #1. Hence, 
max(~-~wi#~)w \i=1 =#1,  whenwl=l ,  
Since fn is strictly increasing, we get 
¢oi=0, i=2 , . . . ,n .  
max (sup  u(R)) =(n(2+#1). 
( . . . . . . . . . .  ) \ (x  ...... x . )  
(ii) Let g(x) : -  (1 +x)  ~, x _> -1 ,  0 < c~ < 1. Then, 
sup u(R) = 1 + wi#i , where ~1 ---~ ~2 >--- " ' "  • ~n ~ --1, 
(Xl,...,X.J i=1 / 
n n giving }-~-i=1 wipi >_ 1, where wi >_ 0 such that ~=1 wl = 1. 
Thus, 
( ) max sup u(R) = max 1+ ~wi#i  . 
Since (1 + x) ~ is strictly increasing, we find that 
max (sup  u(R)) = (l + p,) ~, 
( . . . . . . . . . .  ) \ (x l  ..... x,d 
at w 1 = 1, wi = 0, i = 2 , . . . ,  n. 
(172) 
Notice that 
(173) 
(174) 
(175) 
(176) 
(177) 
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